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In this crazy life….
You gotta practice tolerance
Say goodbye to innocence…We’re
Living in the world
I’m feeling empathy…and finding clarity
And so we come together…
Sharing our HUMANITY
Reaching out together…
Sharing our HUMANITY

Reaching out…Reaching out
This is what we’re saying…

Love is in the air….Breathe Deep
Peace beyond compare…
Is still within our reach
Love is in the air…Breathe Deep
Peace beyond compare…
Is still within our reach

Creativity…..is the cure for violence
There is worldwide cruelty…
Whenever thoughts are silenced
We’re a rising storm…reaching out to the world
Let’s try to come together 
Sharing our HUMANITY 
Reaching out together…. 
Sharing our HUMANITY

I want to feel…I want to feel… 
Intolerance and vanity…
I wanna feel them disappear 
I want to feel…I want to feel…
Get closer to our spirit… 
And let the world hear our plea
Reaching out together… 
Sharing our humanity… 
Sharing our humanity…

Reaching out…
Reaching out
This is what we’re saying…

Love is in the air… Breathe Deep 
Peace beyond compare…
Is still within our reach

Love is in the air… Breathe Deep 
Peace beyond compare…
Is still within our reach